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Introducing Red River's new Projector editors

Julie Schroder presents her Monuments of Southern Manitoba guidebook Independant Personal Project with the help of some friends.(see page 5)

Blame cold weather on tuition freeze
By Natalie Pona

M

anitoba students
will enjoy another year of the
tuition freeze - the NDP
government announced
its plans to "Keep the
Freeze" on April 22.
"Our goal is to put a
college or university education within reach of
every young person who
meets the entrance
requirements,"
announced Finance
Minister Greg Selinger in
a press release.

Tuition rates are set at
10 per cent less than 1999
levels. The provincial government makes up for the
missing funds that postsecondary institutions
would get from increasing tuition every year.
Red River College students, who all pay a base
tuition of $1412 before
course-specific fees like
lab or lap-top charges,
will continue to see the
same tuition next year,
including the 10 per cent
fee reduction, which
takes off about another
$54.
RRC's Students'

Association
President
Robyn Osmond says that
Red River College students helped convince
the provincial government to keep the freeze.
"We played a vital role
in bringing the schools
together on the post-card
campaign," Osmond said
about the RRC led postcard barrage to the
provincial government
that united all seven
Manitoba post-secondary
institutions in the fight to
keep the freeze. Osmond
said that RRC students
alone sent the government 2000 postcards.

RRC is run by a board of
governors that sets the
yearly tuition. Osmond
says that in 2000, prior to
the getting the confirmation of another year of
set tuition, the board recommended a 56 per cent
tuition increase.
"If the government didn't give them enough
money, what could they
do?" Osmond asked.
"What is their alternative?" The provincial government picked up
whatever slack caused by
the tuition freeze, subsidizing any costs not covered by current tuition

fees.
Osmond says that RRC's
SA will continue to lobby
for tuition freeze, but
said that what keeps the
fees at such a low level is
the priorities of whatever
government is in office.
"The NDP concentrates
on social issues like education,"
Osmond
explained.
"British
Columbia had a tutition
hike of 56 per cent after
the NDP was voted out of
office."

In Steinbach
Book today for this incredible deal!!

Learn to Skydive at Adventure Skydiving. Call us at 339-JUMP (5867) or
check us out at www.339jump.com
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15% Off
All Regular Priced Merchandise
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nn the exchange district)

Play with balls; perfect stroke

BEST PRICE IN TOWN
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DIAL 204-943-8866
BEST PRICE GUARANTEE
MON, TOES, WED & FRI 10 AM TO 6 PM
THURS 10 AM TO 8 PM
SATURDAY 10 AM TO S PM SUNDAY 12 TO 4 PM

Kick start your career... Volunteer!
Want to add experience to your education? Gain practical skills like
communicating, teamwork and problem solving? Volunteering can
help you develop the top labor market skills potential employers
want. And it couldn't be easier to get to the Health Sciences
Centre....just take the #27 Notre Dame bus directly from Red River
College. Parking or bus tickets are provided for volunteers who drive
or use transit. Visit our web site http://www.hsc.mb.ca/
to explore our volunteer opportunities.
Call 787-3533 or email volunteer@hsc.mb.ca

By Lindsey Anderson

et your golf shoes
and your clubs
and get ready to
head out for the annual
Red
River
College
Students' Association golf
tournament.

G

The tournament is taking place
on Friday, May 10th at Quarry
Oaks. There are 50 spots open for
golfers, and so far, the sign up
sheet in the Students' Association
office (DM20) is already close to
half full. Michael Blatherwick,
Program Director for the S.A., says
the fact that the tournament is
taking place at Quarry Oakes is a
major reason enrollment for this

Pound pavement from home
By Lindsey Anderson

s the year winds
down, students are
making the mad
dash from exams to new
summer jobs. If you're
still in the process of
looking for your dream
job, or just a job that will
pay you enough to have
a good time this summer,
avoid pounding the
pavement by checking
out local job opportunities on the net.
Human
Resources
Development Canada Manitoba
Region, http://www.mb.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/ , has one of the easiest
sites to navigate. Click on the
"Job Bank" link, and the site
allows you to search by province,
as well as different regions of the
province. There are jobs posted
specifically for students, and you
can opt to search ads placed in
the last 48 hours. The jobs posted
on the site can be anything from
skilled positions, such as
mechanics and carpentry positions, to service industry positions such as servers, retail sales
and management opportunities.
The site also offers locations of
the nearest Human Resources
offices near you, as well as financial services and Aboriginal

A
CANADIAN 11000 SERVICES
SOCIETE CANADIENNE DU SANG

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY
TITLE: Child Supervision Attentant
PURPOSE: To provide childcare for the children of donors while
they are in the blood donor clinic at 777 William Ave. Winnipeg.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
- to plan activities for children of varying ages, from babies to age 6

(or older)
- to conduct activities that will be fun for children but quiet play
TIME REQUIREMENTS:
- shifts of 3 - 4 hours at the Winnipeg Centre

- Wednesday afternoons 1:00 — 5:00PM or
- Saturday mornings 9:30AM — 1:30 PM
SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS:

- a pleasant and courteous manner
- good communication skills
- ability to work with minimal supervision
- experience preferred, working with children in a daycare setting,
or other
- training in Early Childhood Education an asst but not required
- Child Abuse Registry Check and Police Records Check required
Come join our team, meet new people and gain experience!

For information please contact: Eltie Pearce,
Volunteer Coordinator — Ph. 789-1063 or
e-mail: eltie.pearce@bloodservices.ca

Red River College's newspaper
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Red River College's Student Newspaper for over 30 years.

Features/Photo Editor
Lindsey Anderson

E-mail The Projector at:
rrcprojector@hotmail.com

OF APPLIED ARTS. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Concerned about Health & Safety on the job?

• Looking for a job for this summer?
• Are you starting a work experience placement?
• Do you have a child` about
, .
. _ to enter the workforce?
Red River College is participating in the
annual North American Occupational
Health & Safety (NAOSH) week

May 5 - 11 9 2002
Presentations and display booths on campus:

(NAOSH) Week is fast approaching! Red River
College supports the goal of NAOSH by helping focus
the attention of staff, faculty, students and the general
public on the importance of preventing injury and
illness in the workplace.
On Wednesday, May 8, 2002, activities and
information booths will be running to provide our
students and staff members (who are parents) with

some information to use when considering safe
careers or employers.

Canadian Society of Safety Engineering/Dept of LabourWorkplace Safety & Health Division/Human Resources
Development Canada (located in Hallway Building A, outside
Voyageur)

Contributing Writers and Photographers
Lindsey Anderson
Lorne Chartrand
Natalie Pona
Scott Prouse
Kelly Stifora
Sam Thompson

Workers of Tomorrow Health & Safety Campaign
(located in J Building -main floor)

Guest Speakers
Workers of Tomorrow Health &
Safety Campaign (located in the
Green Theatre)
11:00 am -12:00 noon
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
2:30 pm - 3:30 p,m

Advertising and Sales Manager
Guy Lussier
If you have an opinion about something
you've read in The Projector, or would
like to address an issue concerning Red
River College, please write to us.

t RED RIVER COLLEGE

Display Booths:

Editor-in-Chief
Natalie Pona

Entertainment Editor
Sam, son of Thomp

People links.
ety of categories, and has a sepaBoth the City of Winnipeg rate section for federal and
(http://www.city.winnipeg.mb.ca provincial job links.
/interhom/), and the Province of
The province of Manitoba site
Mani t o b a is organized in a similar manner,
(http://www.gov.mb.ca/index.sht but has a separate link to the
ml) have government job oppor- Student Job sections, called Step
tunities posted on their sites. Services. The qualify for Steps,
Both links are labeled as you have to be a student 16 and
Employment Opportunities, but over and attending school, or 16
the sites are a little wordy and - 24 not attending school and
slightly difficult to find at first. working less than 20 hours a
But once you get there, it's easy to week. You also must be a
sort through different ads. The Canadian citizen or landed
City of Winnipeg sorts by a vafi- immigrant.

WATCH FOR THE FOLLOWING:

Projector Staff

News Editor
Scott Prouse

trip is much better than it has going to be a good group."
been in past years. "We've had
Business Administration stushady registration in the past," he dent Mitchell Wight is also looksaid. "But I think this will be the ing forward to the tournament.
best year we've had since we've "I'm going with my cousin and
got a better bus and a better club." some buddies, it should be fun,"
Mechanical Engineering and he said. "Hopefully the beer is
Technology
student
Clint cold too."
McDonald is looking forward to
You can sign up for the tournathe tournament. " I love golf and ment in DM20, the S.A. office. A
it's a good course," he said, adding basic golf package for the tournathat he didn't go last year because ment is $40. Participants will
he didn't think the course was meet at the Canad Inns Garden
going to be very good. City on the morning of the 10th
Blatherwick also said that when to board the bus. The first tee time
he walks through the halls of the is at 10:45, and the bus will be
college, he hears students buzzing returning at 4 p.m. to pick up stuabout going on the trip. "It excites dents, who will then get dropped
me," he said. "There's going to be off at Silverado's for a Bud, spud,
lots of friends going together, it's and steak and prizes.

The Projector
c/o Red River College Students' Association
DM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3H 0J9
Reach Projector editors at 632-2479 or by fax at 697
Advertising can be reached at 632-2070.

-

9080.

Safety Draw
Enter for prizes to be
won when visiting
our booths

If you are a student, planning to work part-time, after
school or during the summer, embarking on your career of
choice or a parent whose children are seeking employment,
this session is for you!
Sessions are free but space is limited so call Theresa
Mason at 632-2017 or email her at tmason@rrc.mb.ca
to book your seat!
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RRC Distance education set to go boom
R
By Kelly Stifora

ed River College will
receive $600,000 from
Manitoba's NDP government this year for
improvements to the college's distance education
programs, Advanced
Education Minister Diane
McGifford announced at an
on-campus press conference
last Tuesday.
"Today's announcement is one
of a number of initiatives that the
Manitoba government will be
supporting through the College

Expansion Initiative in the coming months," McGifford said.
"We expect to provide more
spaces for our students so we can
continue to meet today's challenges and build for the future."
The funding will be used for a
number of distance education
expansion initiatives.
The initiatives will serve students who need alternatives to
start or complete programs due to
job placements and other commitments, have schedules that
preclude conventional classroom
learning, and, because of learning
styles and personal preferences,
want or need to leam at home.

"Distance education is an
essential component of Red
River's future and a key to
improving student access and
success," said RRC vice president
of academics Ken Webb.

"As well as providing courses at
a time place and pace that is convenient to the learner, distance
education will enhance student
success by allowing students to
take courses in advance to lessen

heavy workloads, retake missed
courses, or complete a program
from off campus if they have left
college early to start their career."

■

PRESTIGE
PORTRAITS

Anna,
Main Street Project has the following
volunteer opportunities available:

Mainstay Mates

ail/talon,

Mainstay Mates: become a friend
and companion to Mainstay residents.
Warehouse Assistant Volunteer:
assist the Transition Team Worker

Warehouse Assistant Volunteer

ortraib

with pick-up and delivery of donated
furniture and household goods.

To become a volunteer at the
Alain State* Pretest:
Ca...pleat as appiteatioa Iona
•

Attend a sekedaled

•

Attend taxdolog and sedeatstiata
Nate: training

tor

Portrait appointments
can be made at the
Student Association Office
or
call the Lifetouch Office
at 255-1388.

each program

is separate.

For more Information or to register colt

Castact Kea. 9112-5267

11111ARAIIPAPAPAIIIAIKAMEKIALEIPALII,

N

N
TREET
ROJECT
INC.
N

Nab Street Propel le a natprettt artsususs zerdag
Whiatpee, ore area far 2d years.
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•
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•
Mainstay Reebok
• immobile Team dentroa

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

4
75 Murtha N.
Wbelped. MS.
1711 1A4

* •*

JUNE 2002 CONVOCATION

Wednesday, June 19 1:30 p.m.
• Applied Sciences
• Aboriginal & Teacher Education
• Academic Development Services
• Student Services

Wednesday, June 19 7:30 p.m.
• Business and Applied Arts

Thursday, June 20 7:30 p.m.
• Industrial Technologies
• Continuing Education, Distance Education and
Regional Campuses
Graduates and Potential Graduates:
If you have not received your convocation information package by May 17, please contact Enrolment Services (3rd
floor, Building C) or the Continuing Education Office (Plaza Level Building C) immediately.
NOTE: Convocation attire must be worn. The Gown Order Form is included n the convocation information package.

RED RIVER COLLEGE

CREATING

TUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
T HING AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
Do you have an instructor
who has gone above and
beyond the call of dqty for you
or any of your classtnates? If
so, your instructor may qualify
for the SA's annual 'Teaching
Award of Excellence

The SA feels that this is not
enough. Any instructor who is
nominated by their students
should be eligible to receive
the award, and recognition
should not be limited to once
in their career at RRC.

As the role of student
advocate, I he9r many
negative stories about instructors on campus.
Unfortunately, thes4 are the
stories people remember, and
the positive things instructors
do tend to get taken for
granted or ignored.

Many instructors work hard
for the students year after
year with little recognition
apart from the . occasional
student thanking them for
their help. The SA would like
to assist students publicly
thank these instructors for
their dedicated service to the
students.

.

Many instructors at RRC play
a large role in the success of
their students. Whether it's
the instructor staying after
class to give a little more help
to students or making classes
enjoyable for students to
attend, the SA would like to
help students recognize these
individuals.
In the past, the 'Teaching
Award of Excellence' has been
handed out to Only one
instructor once a yOar. Not
only that, instructormay only
win the award orte during
their time at RRC.

Students are encouraged to
pick up a Teaching Award of
Excellence Nomination Form
at the SA office. All
instructors who have been
nominated by their class will
be eligible for the Teaching
Award of Excellence.
Nominations may be picked
up any time during office
hours at the SA office. The
deadline for submitting your
award nomination form is May
15th.

Ceremony in June or, at the
class' request, the SA will present the award to the instructor in class.
All current instructor at RRC
are eligible for this award. In
the past, instructors were
only eligible to win this award
once. As the SA believes that
instructors should be
continually recognized for
quality work, those
instructors who have
previously received the award
will be eligible to receive the
award again.
Students may nominate as
many instructors as they feel
are worthy of this award. It
should be noted though that
nominations should be from a
class, not individual students.
Every student has their
favorite instructor, but an instructor who reaches out to
an entire class is one who
truly stands out.
If you have any questions
regarding this award, please
call Kevin Haiko, VP Student
Affairs at 632-2477.

A

VISION

Red River College

Students' Association

Golf Tournament
$40 gets you:
• 18 holes of golf
• Bud, Spud & Steak Dinner
• Transportation to and
from the course
• Tons of Prizes
Sign up
in DM20

cei

The Award will be presented
at the Graduation

Does your instructor:
V Make classes interesting
for all students?

If you answered yes to most or even just a few of these
questions, you may be able to nominate your instructor
for the

V Care whether students
learn the material
presented?

-

V Present material in an
organized manner?

-

V Come well prepared to
class?
-

V

Encourage class
discussion?

This certificate is awarded to

The Best Instructor in the World

V Accept new ideas and
viewpoints?

-

V Keep you informed on how
you are doing and how you
can improve?
-

The students in this class

V Give notice before
canceling classes?

V

-

in recognition of valuable contributions to

Keep up to date on the
information he or she is
presenting?

If you think that one of your instructors deserves the
Teaching Award of Excellence, pick up a nominations form at
the SA office (DM20) or talk to Kevin Haiko, VP Student Affairs.
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Comedy, quality, and camraderie
ers looked at each, shrugging their Who's getting the money?
featuring local celebrities, raised were better than last year, but
shoulders.
Erin Madden and Sara $6,000 for Child Find Manitoba.
"last year there wasn't the zing to
he White Lecture
Frank Nolan presented his chil- Williscroft's promotional project,
Gulbrantson says he hates to it. This year was more fun and
Theatre reached dren's novel, The Candlestick a fundraising spring fashion show say that this year's presentations upbeat."
Ghost, with an explanation for
capacity April 23 as why
he wanted to write a chilsecond year Creative dren's novel. But instead of readCommunications stu- ing "a bunch yf very short
dents presented their sentences," he opted to show a
on how to write a children's
Personal video
Independent
novel.
Projects (IPP) to their
The video starred Nolan, his
instructors, peers, and the son, and a photo of television
occasional parent or sig- instructor Dean Cooper. "It's not
what you know, but who you
nificant other.
SELF-STORAGE
Nolan advises future chilBy the final day, April 26, know,"
dren's
book
writers.
empty seats nearly outnumbered _
Former Projector news editor
the full seats.
Andrew
Buck presented his newsKent Gulbrantson, the IPP pro- paper satire,
The Daily Protector,
ject leader and Creative with
visual
props
including a jourCommunications instructor, nalist hat, coat, and
mock press
thanked students for attending pass.
the presentations afterwards.
Buck's Protector managed to
"Some of you were there for the
numerous chuckles from the
duration, others for most of the draw
crowd,
including one who asked
duration," he said.
Buck if his "parents taught him to
Students have been working on be
so offensive?"
one of four choices for the IPP:
Nick
Martin headlined the predocumentary, creative, research, sentations
Friday afternoon with
or promotion, since the end of a live acoustic
performance by his
their first year.
Livid. For his IPP, Martin
Matthew Worobec's video doc- band,
the band made a music video
umentary on Winnipeg's jazz and
with
two classmates, Kelly Stifora
scene in the 60's, Keepin' Time, and Tyler
Walsh, for the song they
was a definite crowd pleaser. Ooos performed,
earlier
and aahs could be heard from the this year at Reasurance,
his old high school
crowd during the introduction to gym in Neepawa.
the video, reminiscent of Ken
Stifora seemed to be in every
Bums' documentaries on baseball one
else's IPP during the three
and jazz.
days.
These included a passionate
Miguel Lozupone also provided performance
of a scene out of
one of the presentations best doc- Jacquie
screenplay IPP, The
umentaries. His video, Giving Eye of Black's
the Shaman, along with
Back to Nature, a documentary
brother Ryan, and the role
about a man and his nature sanc- Black's
a poker player during Jamie
tuary in Bird Hill Park, had the of
Harvey's
poker guidebook presencrowd laughing, as well as draw- tation. Stifora
finally presented
ing tears from a few misty eyes.
Keewatin & Inkster
Pembina Hwy. & Perimeter
his
stageplay,
Real
Some of the most interesting Fall, Friday morning.Angels Don't
projects were done in the creative
Research projects highlights
capacity. Nancy Chan's album of included
Canadian
Cantonese pop songs had some in cookbook abyFrench
Natalie Perreault,
the crowd sitting in rapt attention and a series of articles
by Kathleen
with their eyes closed, while oth- Hodgson, Special EducationBy Scott Prouse

T

‘‘.,SENTINEL

2002 STUDENT SPECIAL

2 locations to serve you:
North

South

694-9578

269-8800

Is Fast Approaching
A Representative of the Jostens
Yearbook and Jewelry Division will be on Campus during the
next month. Please feel free to drop by and see him if you want
to purchase a Grad ring or have any questions about Grad rings
Look for him in the hallways during the following times:
April 24 11:00-12:30 The Cave
May 1
11:00-12:30 Otto's
May 8
11:00-12:30 TheVoyager
May 15 11:00-12:30 The Cave
STUDENT STORE
Pickup info at the Ox anytime
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Something
'bout soccer
ith summer coming around I
thought I'd try and write my
first editorial as news editor as a
bright, cheery, happy go-lucky story. But
the days seemed to drift back and forth
between spring and winter so often that I
started to confuse the seasons almost as
much as much as my ex-girlfriend's emotions, and my bright, cheery, happy golucky story got twisted around to a state
of limbo, stuck between the winter of my
discontent and the sunshine of my love.
Not like it's that difficult to confuse me, but
as my fragile state of mind searched for meaning within the snow covered mornings and
sun drenched afternoons, I couldn't understand how the seasons could be so cruel. How
could the temperature change 20 degrees in
the span of one afternoon? My winter jacket,
that which once seemed so sensible, became
geeky as I wandered bundled up around the
campus, blind with woolen.
I soon realized that walking up and down
the stairs quickly and tossing a yo-yo, no matter how vertical I could throw that damn yo-yo
or how many staircases I climbed, would not
satisfy my need for summer and the activity
normally associated with it.
My salvation from winter came from a surprise source. No, not from women or beer, but
from a friend, his soccer ball, and one lunch
hour in front of Red River College. Not as
though drinking beer on a patio later that day
didn't help either, but it was really that soccer
ball that got the ball rolling.
That eventful lunch hour rejuvenated my
soul. I now know that by waking up every
morning and scraping the frost off my car,
even though it's May and I should be wearing
shorts and a t-shirt, I have the chance to
involve myself in physical activity, outside,
with my buddies, with the possibility of drinking beer, on a patio, in the sun, after class.
A daily run, or even the simple action of
kicking a ball the length of the hallway, over
and over, was enough to stimulate the competitive action within, and set my soul searching for summer again.
I refused to worry about my shirt sticking to
my back in class after soccer, and instead concentrated my efforts on freeing myself from
this 'cabin fever.' Perhaps my classmates wish
that I worried about my shirt and my odor, but
I feel that my happiness is more important
than my smell.
This kicking of the ball led to the inevitable
hunger commonly associated with summer,
the barbecue. No weekend can ever truly be
considered a complete summer event without
a bar-b-que, beer, and some friends sitting
around smoking and talking 'bout a revolution. When that soccer ball starts jumping off
people's feet and the sirloin and tinfoil
wrapped baked potatoes are sizzling away on
the bar-b, I'll, know my summer search has
reached the end of the
rainbow. And that's
where I'll stay. At least
until old man winter
comes back again.

Down in a hole

I

don't know why I was so shocked. From
the first time I listened to Dirt back in the
mid-90s to the last time I popped Jar Of
Flies into my tape player a week ago, I always
knew Layne Staley's days were numbered. A
singer who talked about heavy drug use as
casually as I would talk about going to class,
it was never a question of how....just a question of when. Still, even though everyone
knew Staley's drug abuse meant the Reaper
was waiting around the corner, I don't think
anyone actually expected it to happen; least
of all Staley himself.
My music collection is made up primarily of reggae and ska; positive, upbeat music. However,
lurking just below the surface, there's always been
a dark underbelly to my record collection. Alice In
Chains. I'm not sure what it was that sustained
my attraction to AIC over the years. As my musical tastes switched over from grunge to punk rock
to my current love of reggae, many of my oncefavourite bands saw less and less of my tape players as the years went on. Even my beloved
Soundgarden seemed to have fallen by the wayside, but Alice In Chains remain an integral part
of my musical environment.
I had a lot of trouble writing this editorial.
Earlier drafts simply applauded Staley's incredible
talent and described the impact his music had on
my growing up. As I gave the classics another listen, I realized that Layne Staley was a role model,
but not in the way. I'd originally made him out to
be. Staley's unapologetic endorsement of heroin
usage, violent, depressing lyrics and dark imagery
affected me in a positive way, which I never quite
understood until his death. I've always had a positive attitude, and even at the height of my love
for Alice In Chains, I never touched drugs.
Whenever I got angry or upset about anything, I'd
pop Dirt or Facelift on the stereo and thrash away
to my favourite tracks. The lyrics, however, never
escaped me and are at the forefront of AIC's signature sound. I would listen to Staley sing about

death, drugs and destruction and I came to a realization: As much as I love this music, I NEVER
want to end up like this guy. I never wanted to put
myself in a situation where a song (or story, poem,
whatever) I wrote would make me depressed.
Listening to Alice In Chains was a warning, but
they also provided the hard-edged sound I needed
every once in a while to offset my reggae fever.
Listening to Alice In Chains' Unplugged album
makes it even harder to believe that the singer is
gone. Leaving the distortion out of the mix,
Unplugged is beautiful. Easily one of my ten
favourite albums of all time, Unplugged shows off
the unbelievable talent of Staley & co., leaving the
listener spellbound by Staley and guitarist/songwriter Jerry Cantrell's intense vocals. Stripping the
songs down to an acoustic setting shows an even
more tortured side of Layne Staley...a more believeable side. Anyone can write a depressed-sounding song. All of these "neo-grunge" ripoff artists
like Creed or Godsmack (named after an Alice In
Chains song) churn out hit after hit of "dark"
songs that are as cookie-cutter as the latest Britney
Spears record.
Alice In Chains were too dark, too intense to
become best-sellers or media darlings. While these
current acts make millions of dollars by duplicating AIC's sound and lyrical content, Layne Staley
actually lived it. Unfortunately, he also died by it.
I think Staley's self-destructive life is best
described by his group's own lyrics. Although
"Down In A Hole" was actually penned by Jerry
Cantrell, listening to Staley's tortured wail in the
song's chorus is even more poignant after his
death.
"Down in a hole, losin' my soul/Down in a hole,
losin' control/I'd like to fly/But my wings have
been so denied"
After a long hiatus, Alice In Chains were planning on recording a new album. Who knows what
could've been?

Wallowing in self-pity and homework
omework and no sleep make Natalie

bitchy and angry. I admit it, I
haven't been the nicest person to be
around lately, but neither have any of you
other Red River College students.
School should have been long over by now. I
should be able to spend my Saturdays sleeping in
and relaxing, not rushing to complete all five assignments that my instructors assigned last week. We
should be able to veg without the fear of losing precious and few hours in which to finish the stupid
homework, even if it is the half-assed job we do of it
because there is never any time to make it really
good. We can only take so much before we become

wicked witches who are snappy and evil, even to our
wonderful partners and family members who are
picking up the slack while we wallow in self-pity and
homework.
Our friends and family can only take so
much of our crap. Sure our other halves
have stressful days too, but when we're this
tired and irrational, like we care. You know
your relationship is going to hell when
you're singing love songs to your dildo. Not
like I am or anything, and not like I'd have
time to care anyway if I were.
I want it to be summer, the time when I
can lie around and not feel guilty. The time
when watching TV is not just a fantasy. I'm

whining now, but shut up and listen or I'll
beat you with the keyboard I've been typing
on for seven hours straight.
I really should be more positive about the
whole thing,• considering there really are
only about 20 days of school left this year,
but it's hard to see the light at the end of
the tunnel when it's beirtg blotted out by
the oncoming train caned exams and due
dates. It will all be ,over soon, or at least
that's what I keep
telling myself as I
skip off singing show
tunes and smoking a
licorice pipe.

The Projector
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Hip-hop Frek out!
Frek Sho
Academy Coffee Company
April 28th, 2002
*** / 5

By Sam Thompson

t's been nine years, ladies and gentlemen...and the
Fret( Sho is herd With these words, Frek Sho memr Shazzam re-introduced his group to a
Winnipeg audience at the packed Academy Coffee
House. A staple of Winnipeg's hip-hop scene, Frek Sho
has been somewhat silent of late. Since their People In
Your Neighbourhood record a few years back, the
group has traded group sessions and tours for solo
efforts, new groups and just plain time off. This
reunion of sorts at Academy attracted fans of all ages;
those who'd been there since the group's inception
and newcomers (like me) who had only experienced
Frek Sho on record.
Unfortunately, like all Winnipeg hip-hop shows,
this shindig took waaaay too long to get started. I've
seen 10-piece bands set up in half the time it takes to
get a hip-hop show movingin this city. The audience
was treated to some live tumtablism by Frek Sho DJs,
but after almost, two hours of recorded music, the
atmosphere in tlke intimate venue was getting a little
stale.
The ten bucks I paid to get in, coupled with my
interest in seeing Frek Sho live influenced my decision
to stay. It's a decision I'm glad I made.
Once the group finally got down to business,
Shazzam kicked things off with hilarious anecdotes
about past Frek Sho tours. In fact, in retrospect, his
tales of drunken debauchery were almost more entertaining than the group's rapping itself; the small, confining of the venue didn't lend themselves to an energetic stage show
Leading off with a very professional sounding duet
between Shazzam and the Gallivanting Spoof, the
quality and timing of the rapping was very impressive.
A little too impressive, as it turned out. Some microphone tricks by Shazzam during his verse revealed the
track to be pre-recorded, Milli Vanilli-style.
The Gallivanting Spoof followed up with some
actual live rapping including his powerful commentary on Catholicism, which appears on the Peanuts &
Com Factory Seconds CD compilation. Spoof has one
of the strongest voices in the group, and his collaborations with Mocean later in the show let him display
his versatile talents. Spoof is reportedly working on a
solo effort for Peanuts & Corn Records. Definitely an
MC to look out for.
Marquee member and rap star in his own right Gruf
the Druid followed Spoof
with three original tracks
from his current Druidry LP.
Although Gruf has some of
FREK SHO
Tournament Edition
Frek Sho Productions
*** 1/2 / 5

Diversity gets spicy

the most intense lyrics in
hip-hop, I've never been
a fan of his vocal timing.
"The Plants", arguably
the best track on his
album, was an excellent
set closer.
My personal favourite
Frek Sho MC, Mocean
(a.k.a. Ismaila) delivered a
raucous, driven set of
rhymes, collaborating
with the Gallivanting
Spoof for a double-barrelled lyrical attack. Some
of the angriest lyrics and
heaviest beats were delivered during Mocean's
onstage appearance. An
earlier Frek Sho album,
Mocean, is basically a
solo vehicle for the MC,
and his performance at
Academy proves he's still
on top of his game.
Shazzam closed the
show with more kneeslappers and some rapidpaced lyrical flow, especially on Quest For Fire, a
new song with a very
interesting beat. He
has a very original
voice and takes a bit
of getting used to.
PHOTO BY LINDSEY ANDERSON
The majority of the
Mexican two-piece Dueto Mancha rip it up Salsa-style at the Voyageur.
rapping at this concert was top-notch,
equalling the professional quality of the
Tournament Edition disc the concert was promoting. For a show that took so long to start, it
was unfortunate that the set wasn't very long.
There weren't enough collaborations between
the MCs, especially since the album tracks are
massive 'posse cuts'. The absence of some key
members, including head honcho Sunil, may
have been the cause, but I'd still recommend
the next Frek Sho gig to hip-hop fans looking
for a fresh style.
The group is currently on tour across Western
Canada. Information about Frek Sho and the
■Low-Cost Airfares Tm within Canada & Worldwide.
■Greyhound & VIA Rail Discounts.
Tournament Edition record is available online
■Worldwide Tours & Independent Travel Options,
at www.freksho.com.
■ Package Holidays &Spring break Getaways.
■Work Abroad Programme (SWAP).
■Student ID (15IC) & Hostel Cards, Travel Insurance & More!

The latest release from back-on-the-scene local hip-hoppers Frek
Sho is certainly their most ambitious. Tournament Edition is a collection of tracks
dating from 1996 to the present performed by a revolving door of MCs. Gruf the
Come visit our Travel CUTS nearest you today:
Druid is arguably the most recognized rapper in the group, gaining national recog
nition from his membership in the Peanuts & Corn "Break Bread" crew. Although
499 Portage Avenue 783 5353
Gruf's signature 'spoken-word' flow has gained him a number of new fans, he
works best in a group setting, as evidenced by his earlier success as 1/2 of
Fermented Reptile Co-op and here as part of Frek Sho.
www.travelcuts.com
Prior to Tournament Edition, the only Frek Sho recording I'd heard was the
Owned and operated tiy the Canadian Federation of Students
Mocean album. The tracks on Mocean were more of a solo vehicle for the MC of the
same name. Mocean (a.k.a. Ismaila) supplies the strongest verses throughout this latest record, especially on the opening track, "Patience". In
fact, Mocean and fellow Frek the Gallivanting Spoof attack some of the best songs on this CD with rapid-fire, aggressive rhymes traded backand-forth.
-

TRAVEL OLTIS

Although Mocean and Spoof are the most likely to get you singing along, the other members of the Frek Sho can't be underrated. Sunil,
Gumball, Legend, Grasshopper and Shazzam are the glue holding the group dynamic together. Sunil brings an entirely new style to the table
on the track "India". Rapping entirely in a foreign language, the MC/producer adds an interesting interlude to the straight-ahead hip-hop on
the rest of the album.
Shazzam, for his part, has a voice that takes a couple of listens to get used to, but delivers a wicked verse on Quest For Fire, one of
Tournament Edition's strongest tracks, beat-wise as well as lyrically. On the whole, Tournament Edition is a solid, professional release.
Unfortunately, with such a large stable of MCs, some of the tracks end up dragging on longer than they should and some of the voices are too
similar to distinguish. An added bonus to this latest album, however, is the accompanying CD-ROM video for "Patience", which, in the parlance of our times, can only be described as "dope".
There's no question that Mocean is still the most aurally appealing member of Frek Sho. His hard-hitting lyrical content fits perfectly with S
Sunil's carefully crafted beats. However, if you're interested in hearing a variety-filled record, encompassing many different rap styles, pick up
Tournament Edition. Otherwise, just grab the Mocean album.
-Sam Thompson
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That. Guy: Far from the Maddin Crowd
By Lorne Chartrand

teur filmmaking in Manitoba) is experimental. There is a resoatching a Guy Maddin film is sort of like dropping nance of the classic fairy tale in the stories which serve as the
in on somebody else's strange dream and wonder- foundation for the whimsical and profoundly disturbing
which are his calling cards. Yet, Maddin's art goes far
ng what the point of the vision is. For the main- images
further
than
mere story telling his films rely heavily on texture,
stream audience, the task of achieving an understanding of
shadow,
and
light. The sound is reminiscent of fuzzy, scratchy,
these films is intensive mental gymnastics. Yet, within the fine records playing
on an ancient and battered phonograph.
art crowd, Maddin's achievements represent the best in exper"If
I've
had
one
strength as a film-maker since starting out,"
imental film-making. In any population, there is a limited said Maddin, "it's that
I knew that I wasn't as good as I hoped
audience for the esoteric works that such artists produce.
I
could
be.
I
just
thought,
I'm gonna be one of those guys that
Perhaps it is for this reason that the Winnipeg filmmaker exists
is
sneaky
and
clever
and
always knows his limitations. And
in virtual obscurity in his hometown.
Maddin has built a career of myth making. His surrealistic stays within those limitations and maybe can go a lot further
films exist in another time and place - some distance removed than a director that isn't aware of his limitations and walks into
slaughter. For instance a guy that is tackling a script that is too
from reality. There seems no end to the alternate realities asophisticated
for him, that demands more of the actors than
which he calls forth. Maddin extends that myth making to
he
can
actually
get out of them, so that he is doomed to failindude his Winnipeg home; amplifying the mystique of his
ure.
I
knew
right
away when I started making movies that I
public image.
had
no
experience
actors, no experience with lighting no
Maddin is a regular contributor to The Village Voice, a New experience editing,with
so
I
started by designing projects that still
York publication that bills itself as "New York's most influential
"NOrA SOPHISTICATED FILMMAKER", GUY MADDIN
stood
a
chance
of
surviving
such ineptitude. I made projects
must-read newspaper." It is here that Maddin dramatizes the that were going to look primitive
because
they
probably
had
Achievement
at
the Telluride Film Festival. This award places
bleakness of his mythological lure While many Manitobans
only
one
light
going."
Maddin
in
the
company of such names as Francis Ford
might feel resentment of their native land being portrayed in
In The Dead Father, a strange narrative tale of reanimation
such a manner, there is a certain magic in the mischievous in which "the son" describes the summer of his father's death. Coppola, Clint Eastwood, and Andrei Tarkovsky.
Given the global success of his projects, one wonders why
chain-jerking behind Maddin's description of our home. In the
The
overbearing
father
sporadically
overpowers
mortality
and
Maddin
hasn't followed the examples of other
pages of The Village Voice Maddin displays a compelling liter- returns to make "various, vague requests." The resulting tenary talent. His voice is that of the lava-sprite, a term he often sion of this situation is generated not from the bizarre situation, Winnipeg success stories who followed their success to
the source of its praise. Neil Young, Burton Cummings,
uses to describe himself.
but
from
the
demands
of
serving
the
wishes
of
the
demanding
and even the Crash Test Dummies' Brad Roberts followed the
All is enveloped in a sad atmosphere. My city is plunged in
Maddin issues a challenge to the viewer, demand- yellow brick road when the world first took notice of them.
the perpetual night of its notorious winter, lugubriously ice- figurehead.
a suspension of the dassic expectations of story telling. This Wouldn't the artistic and intellectual fervor of the New York art
encrusted, bedecked with crystalline stalactites and crosscut by ing
story
is no free ride.
scene heighten the sensibilities of a gifted artist?
great white ways of snow banks, all arrayed behind an intricate
"Starting
out
I
knew
I
couldn't
be
a
sophisticated
film
"I was recognized on a subway in Paris once," said Maddin.
scrimshaw of frost. The city is a bleak and wind-buffeted Luna maker," said Maddin. " I can't make movies that draw people
"That was thrilling . . . (laughs). Yeah, it would be nice if the
Park carved from a glacier-an Expo of melancholy. Here, we in and make them forget that they're watching a movie. People
movies were seen by ten times more people. I'm not that
throng no midways, cavort in no pavilions. Winter pedestrians
are
always
aware
that
they're
watching
a
film
with
me
and
greedy, I won't say a thousand or a million times more, just ten
are less common than wild dogs.
that's fine. That's my strength. But I just thought, I'm going to times more would be great. Because it's still a small number of
Winnipeg is a Siberia, a Skagway, a vast plain of ice. Its only get
bad oantinuity. People are always pointing out bad conti- people. But as for as being recognized personally more, what
hill is a mountain of garbage; 50 years' worth of civilian refuse- nuity
in movies. Like, 'hey, that wine glass was full and now
which in the winter children use for toboggan sliding. But sled- it's half empty!' So I just thought I'm going to go totally surre- little brush I've had with celebrity I'm comfortable with it at this
ding can be dangerous, for from this hill the.permafrost push- alist and then bad continuity or whatever accidents come in level. Its very pleasant, but anything more I think would be ..
es up odd items buried by our ancestors; I was once impaled will be a strength as opposed to a weakness. So if I can con- . unpleasant. You know? You wouldn't have got my numthere by the very same stag antlers my father had thrown out gratulate myself for anything it's just anticipating all the mis- ber . . . I'm happy keeping my face. I don't like having
looking at my picture. I don't want it published anytwo decades earlier.
I would make and try to subvert them or flip them where. One of the reasons is I just don't like looking at
This story was far too easy. But you're not going to hear me takes
into strengths.
myself. I'd rather be on the other side of the camera.
apologize. Truth is that Guy Maddin is an extremely person- around
"There
are still other things, though, that need work. Like It's nice, maybe once a week someone will recognize
able, intelligent, and eloquent person. What was amazing was telling a story
quiddy. The Dead Father was horribly slow ..." me, and that's just at Movie Village! You know, they're
that this globe-trotting darling of the alternative film industry
Maddin's films have achieved international recognition; his just a bunch of film nerds!"
agreed to sit down in my home for a 'chat' about his films and third film, Archangel won the 1991 U.S. National Society of
Maddin likes it here. It's where his friends are. That
his Winnipeg home. Maddin had nothing to gain from this Film Critic's prize for Best Experimental Film of the Year. In
but was diligent about keeping in touch with me in the days cities such as New York, Toronto, and Tokyo, Maddin films are Guy.. .
leading up to the interview.
featured at the top of festival billings. In 1995, Maddin became
I felt I had a faint hope of getting to talk with Maddin when the
youngest recipient ever to receive the Telluride Medal for
I began my research. I spotted an acquaintance, John Harvie,
Lifetime
in a documentary about Maddin's work called Waiting For
Twilight. I called him and he arranged everything.
Unbeknownst to me was the early collaboration between
Student Benefits Plan Update
Harvie and Maddin. Turns out that Harvie played "the son" in
Maddin's first film, The Dead Father. He never let on . . . the
scoundrel.
The only category that Maddin's films can fall into (and the
one chosen by The Winnipeg Film Group, the centre for ama-
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

DON'T LEAVE SCHOOL
WITHOUT IT!!!

The Winnipeg International Children's Festival is being held at the Forks June 6-9th, 2002.
We are in need of volunteers in various areas such as: Gate, Traffic, Teeny Tiny Town,
Make Shake and Take and Puppets.
If you would like to help out, or have any questions about any of the positions listed

The Prescription Drug Benefits Card

above, please call Jennifer at 958-4749.

•
PERSCRIPTION DRUGgenents

GRADUATION PHOTOS

14 063560 OOSTUDENT# 01

HELP

MAY 7, 8 & 10, 2002

ME

ELECTRONIC PROCESSING ONLY

Canada Life

BOOK YOUR APPOINTMENT
AT THE
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
OFFICE, ROOM DM20
SITTING FEE: $7.00

CHECK YOUR SCHEDULES!
BOOK EARLY AS SESSIONS
FILL UP FAST!!!

Assure

Cards can be picked up at the Student Benefits Plan Office, Room FM 66. Students are
required to complete the Manitoba Pharamcare Application prior to obtaining the
Prescription Drug Benefits Card. You will need your Manitoba Health Card and Social
Insurance number to complete the Manitoba Pharamacare Application. Students who
obtained their card in previous years are required to complete the Manitoba Pharmacare
Application to remain active with Canada Life Assurance Co. Students who fail to submit
the Manitoba Pharmacare Application take the risk of claims being suspended by Canada
Life Assurance Co.
Stop by the Student Benefits Plan Office, Room FM 66, junction of buildings E and F, mall
level Monday — Friday 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM (please note hours to be reduced in May and
June) for coverage information and Manitoba Pharmacare Applications.
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Free for all at Tower Lounge
By Lindsey Anderson

Free is better than cheap.
Especially when you're saving
a rot of coin
In a move that will save the
Student's Association almost
$250 ayear, Jumbo Video has
decided to sponsor Movie
Tuesdays in the tower lounge,
by providing free rentals for
the school, as well as two free
movies for students to win
every week.

S.A.
program
director
Michael Blatherwick was very
excited about the deal. While
Movie Tuesday is free to students every week, the S.A.
occasionally has to shell out
some cash to run it. "We've
,got students bringing movies
in, and the guys from CMOR
have a collection, I've been
bringing in from my own collection,' he said. "Sometimes
we've been renting, but now
we won't have to. This will

free up more money to do
things, like hire a comedian
or something."
"Usually when you call a
store for sponsorship they
refer you to head office, and
then they send you a letter
saying 'we're sorry, but we
get lots of requests, blah blah
blah." Blather wick continued. "Jumbo has been more
willing to do things for us."

the Projector
Red River College
Students' Association
DM20-2055 Notre Dame
Avenue
Winnipeg, MB
R3H 0J9
632-2479
rrcprojector@hotmail.com

Red River College Students' Association
Tel: 632-2081
Email: sa_events@rrc.mb.ca

RRCSA Annual

GOLF

TOURNAMENT
FRIDAY, MAY 10, 2002

ore information or to sign up drop by room DM20

NOW HIRING for September 2002
EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR
Would you like to help plan RRCSA events such as socials, rock concerts, nooners, keggers, trips, and more?
Are you a returning student in September 2002?
If so, pick up more information, fill out an application, and drop off your resume to Room DM20 by May 9.

"Magic" restaurant casts spell on diners
By Natalie Pona

I have a secret: a deep, dark secret. I
have an addiction. I do it all the time. I
do it to relax after a long day. It's magical. My name is Natalie, and I'm addicted
to the food at Magic Thailand. I eat there
7
at least three times each week, which is
why I was happy to volunteer to review the
place: more opportunities to eat their food.
OPEN EVERY DAY 'TM MIDNIGHT
Magic Thailand is cheap and good food.
The food at Magic is authentic Thai and
Laos. Thai and Laos cuisine has complex
flavors. It's a blend of spicy and sickly
Yo, suckas!
sweet that fits together perfectly, but does
The Projector needs your help!
take some getting used to. Blame it on the
Time to represent for your school and write for the P- fish sauce.
My first visit there was about a year ago,
Jec!!! We accept submissions from anyone, even
with my friend Raquel, who had just
returned from five months teaching in
maniacs....I mean, look at our editor! She's crazy!
Thailand and was craving some of the
Anyhow, drop 'em off at our office or email
familiar food. We tried the usual Thida's,
but it was closed for renovations.
rrcprojector@ hotmail com
Anyway, Raquel was starving and getting
bitchy so we settled on Magic Thailand,
which happened to be down the street
from where I live. The food at Magic was
:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• so
good that we added it to our roster of
••
••••
usual
places, which includes Wasabi's for
••
•
••
•
4.
'sushi, where we could easily spend a hun•
•
•••••
•• •••
dred dollars on dinner and drinks. That
••••
•
.• •• VD
•
night, the entire meal, which included
•
06 •
••
•• •• • ••
YOUR
appetizers, at least three shared main
•••••
▪
•
•
•
dishes, and drinks, came to about 20 dol•
lars each, which accounts for one of the
••••
s
reasons why I recommend Magic
•• •• • 0. •• • •• • • •
Thailand.
Also, Raquel, who is aliso
•
• • •••• •
: • : * • r"
addicted to their food, says that the
•
•
•
: : ••
•
restaurant's food is authentic, unlike any
•
of the other Thai places in Winnipeg.
•• •61. • • • •
••••
Sri

DVDs, VHS & GAMES TOO

RECYCLE •
DVDs

:

CDs, VHS & GAMES TOO

OPEN EVERY DAY 'TIL MIDNIGHT

IN THE VILLAGE 477-5566 www.mts.net/—movim

Magic is a small restaurant with a cornfortable atmosphere, i.e., you don't need
to get dressed up. You rarely need reservations to get a table, even on a busy
Saturday night. The menu is simple, with
a chicken, pork, or shrimp option for all
of their main dishes, the best of which
include lemongrass and vegetables, and
the traditional pad Thai. The salads,
which are amazingly cheap considering
they make an entire meal, come to exactly
the price of a six inch sub with a much
better flavor, and with rice, are far more
filling. My favorite is the squid salad. Not
exactly the most enticing name, but trust
me, it's wonderful with a muted flavor to
which you have the option of asking for
extra spices. I also recommend the egg
noodle mama from their appetizer menu.
It's Raman-like noodles with a mixture of
vegetables and meat. You can also get it
vegetarian, which bring me to the next
great thing about Magic: most of their dishes can
be vegetarian. As I mentioned earlier, you do
have the option of adding meat, but the food
lacks nothing without it.
Finally, if you visit Magic Thailand, they'll ask
you what number you want your food to be.
The staff is referring to spice level. I never go
over five, and I love spicy food. I recommend
starting with a two or a three maximum; you'll
kill the taste if you go overboard.
Magic Thailand is open from Sunday to Thursday
from 11 to nine, and on Fridays and Saturdays
from 11 to 10.
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Summertime...and the livin' is cheesy
While some of this summer's concert events are excellent, many of them are just lame.
by Sam Thompson
Unlike many Winnipeg summers, there's no big-name, rock
'n roll juggernaut of a group stopping by. No Rolling Stones, no
U2...nothin'. Unless, of course,
you consider the Goo Goo Dolls
a "juggernaut".
The summer shows this year are a
little bizarre. There are a few
standbys, like the Winnipeg Folk
Festival, which are sure to be successes, but the three days of 'classic' rock (Nazareth, Molly
Hatchett and Loverboy) in June
might be too much for anyone to
handle.

this first annual event.
Socially-conscious Aussie rockers
will be returning to
Winnipeg on May 17 in support
of their new best-of album. The
Walker Theatre willprovide the
venue for this show.
Midnight Oil

May 18 sees the Long Weekend
Ska Party at the West End
Cultural Centre. Traditional ska
legends JFK & the Conspirators
will be headlining the show, supported by the rest of the local
crop of ska acts, including the
Afterbeat and Ten Too Many.

The summer gets off to an early
start with blues legend B.B. King
tearing the roof off the
Centennial Concert Hall on May
8.

Yet another ska show is in the
works for May 21. Montreal rudeboys the Kingpins make a stop at
the Royal Albert on their current
tour.

May 11 marks the first festivalstyle multi-band event of the
summer. The uninspired title
"Spring Jam" lends itself to this
one day festival at Le Canot in St.
Boniface. Groups like the Royal
Winnipeg Porn Orchestra and
Devils In The Kitchen headline

For those interested in heavier
sounds, the annual Parade of the
Neglected concert takes place on
May 24 at the West End Cultural
Centre. Volition and HCE headline.

Arguably the biggest show of
the summer (and arguably the
worst) is the Goo Goo Dolls,
when they 'rock' the
Winnipeg Arena on June 22.
Speaking of washed up, the
next three days fall into the "I
thought they were dead" category. A trio of not-so-classic
classic rockers assault venues
across town on the 24, 25 and 26.
Loverboy performs at the Red
River Ex, Molly Hatchett chops up
the Empire Cabaret and Nazareth
blows the Colosseum to kingdom
come. $1 off if you have a mullet.
Formerly held in Altona, MB, the
Recessfestival has relocated
to Winnipeg this year. Although no
bands have been announced yet,
the fest always has been an interesting blend of genres. "3 days of
rock", according to their promos.
All-Star

There's a shindig aimed at
Winnipeg Beach for the July 1
weekend. Details are sketchy, but
Livid, the Matas Touch and
Grubbs are tied to the project.

once again play host to the Get
Together Downtown concert series.
Los Lobos and Rudimental are
scheduled to perform.
July 11-14 is the 29 annual
Winnipeg Folk Festival. The annual
Birds Hill Park event features headliners like Richie Havens, Jane
Bunnett and a variety of local
entertainers will take part in the
three-day event. Early bird tickets
are currently on sale for last year's
prices. Although $91 seems a bit
steep, a three-day camping adventure is worth dropping coin.
continued on page 11

July 7, downtown Winnipeg will

Editorial Under Fire
Projector writer needs 'better understanding of her topic"
/ 'm writing this article in response to both of Andrea Slobodian's articles ('It's not about the Benjamins', Apr. 8, 2002; 'Media provides essential service', Apr. 22, 2002). I feel that her pride as an aspiring journalist has caused a clear fault in her methods and that she should admit that in this case,
she is wrong. I had originally intended to reply to her first article but I'm glad that I had not found the time to do so.
First, in reply to what has been going on with nurses and in giving reasons as to why nursing and journalism could never be considered as equally essential. Nurses care for both those who are injured, dying, or simply in need of medical attention to prevent such events as death from occurring. I
will used my mother as an reference since she is a nurse and has informed me of just how bad things are for nurses, something Ms. Slobodian should
have done as a journalist before making her claim. My mom works in the old age care section of an undisclosed facility. Currently, she is solely responsible for roughly 20 people, and at times up to 40. The care that she has to provide for each patient includes supplying their meals and feeding several
who are unable to do so themselves, physically rotating those who are no longer mobile under their own accord (my mom is petite, some of the patients
weigh more then double her own weight), giving meds, as well as constantly referring back to doctors for continued care. Besides that there is also the
added stress of job security, she has been fired and rehired twice times in the last two years, and consoling grieved relatives upon the death of their loved
ones. As far as I know the only stress a journalist has is getting the story and making a deadline, so the two positions are hardly comparable. As well,
many nurses would prefer more staff to lighten the load rather then have increased wages but due to the politics within the medical system money is
what they are getting in hopes to maintain and possibly increase staff numbers. I could comment on all that is wrong with that method of dealing with
the problems of medi-care but that would result in another article.
Now I'd like to focus on Ms. Slobodian's second article and why I feel that once again she has been naive. I will agree that media is important but
I think that she has confused its definition with that of essential. If that were the case, we would never have succeeded at surviving as a species until this
point in time. She has mentioned that she enjoys learning something new every day, but I suppose that in the articles in question she was more passionate about defending her craft over getting the story and supplying facts. I personally feel that a large portion of Ms. Slobodian's reasons that journalism is important is not actually services supplied by journalists. The reason I'm stating this is because she has discreetly replaced journalism in her
article with media, used media for her argument, the concluded that journalism has been defended in its purpose. The only problem with this is that to
.; the general viewer the claim is supported and all is well, lest someone decides to disagree and reply back. Things involving missing children, criminals,
etc. are handled by police in whole and the media simply restates what they have found; no journalism skills needed. When it comes to social issues like
child prostitution, eating disorders, and violence, they are handled by experts within a given field, once again not journalists. The presenting of facts on
events such as an e-coli outbreak, terrorist attacks, or war are handled by journalists, I can agree to that.
As mentioned by Ms. Slobodian, journalism has a bad reputation. There is a reason that this is the case and it's not all inspired by the National
Enquirer. Take the Sept. 11 attacks as an example. For nearly a month it was the only thing we heard about on the news, it was beyond overkill. We've
had other stories in the past of similar nature in the news, be it O.J. Simpson or Clinton. Recently, although not quite as bad, was the death of the Queen
Mother. The journalism that we no see in great accord is rehashed so often that we tend to fail to see good journalism when it does occur.
Recall near the beginning of this article when I had commented on how journalism and nursing are not comparable. I wanted to make sure that
I covered the idea of war correspondents and the like when it comes to journalism. Using Ms. Slobodian's logic, a war correspondent should be quite content with being in the war zone and making $18 000 a year, although I hardly think this is the case. They specialize in a particular area and provide a
more useful service in comparison to a journalist who tells us if a new movie that just came out in theatres is worth your money. Nurses are comparable
to the war correspondents in that they are not just there to put a band-aid onto your elbow if you fall down and scratch it, they do things that you would
not be able to do on your own but are been treated like they are merely applying a band-aid.
In closing, I wish Ms. Slobodian the best of luck in her future endeavors within her field of choice. I just hope that as she does, a better understanding of the topic in her writings is known before the pen has touched the paper.

- Travis Best

Canadian National Institute for the Blind
provides services to more than 4000 Manitobans living with visual impairments. Each day, CNIB volunteers enhance the lives of
blind and visually impaired Manitobans, donating time as:
Narrators, Monitors or Reviewers who help produce perfect books on tape for CNIB clients
Friends in Sight who provide social support and assist CNIB clients access programs or resources in our community
Peer Group Assistants in peer support programs and Fundraisers for various events and initiatives.
Contact the Coordinator of Volunteers at 774-5421 ext. 267
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Uneventful Winnipeg summer leads to out of town travel....continued from page 10
For the first time ever, the Vans Warped Tour is coming to Fargo, ND. This is the clos6t the travelling punk
rork/extreme snorting festival has ever come to

Winnipeg. The sheer multitude of bands involved
make this a show not worth missing if you can get
down to Fargo. For under $30 US a ticket, thi is too

good of a deal to pass up. Other Warped dates relatively close to Winnipeg are Calgary in July 17 and
Minneapolis on July 28.

Between 17 & 21?
Looking for a challenge?
Katimavik is a national alternative service learning program. You

will gain work experience, develop leadership skills and explore
Canada while having the time of your life! Application deadline is
April 12 for September 2002 start dates and July 19 for January 2003
start dates. Costs related to travel, food, accommodation and group
activities are covered by Katimavik. The Government of Canada,
through Exchanges Canada, a part of the Department of Canadian
Heritage, is proud to provide financial assistance to Katimavik.

Apply now!! call 1-888-525-1503
or visit www.katimavik.org.

GRAND RE-OPENING
The Salvation Army
Thrift Store
1015 McPhilli • s Ave.

Photos taken during Graduation Ceremony
vvvvvv.gradphotos@mb.syrnpatico.ca
Thousands of Items for Sale
Brand New Posture Beauty Beds
Door Prizes & Exciting Surprises
Come and join the fun and excitement

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS
WITH BOOKS
ON CONSIGNMENT
The Ox Used Book Consignment Service, is now winding
down its operation for this year. As stated in the Used Book
Consignment Contract, ALL MONIES AND BOOKS MUST
BE PICKED BY JUNE 15, 2002. All books and monies remaining after that date will immediately become property of
the Ox. Disposal of all remaining books will occur shortly after June 15th. Please ensure all books and cheques are picked
up by then. No exceptions will be made !!!
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CD reviews
TY TABOR
Safety
Metal Blade Records
../5

MIDTOWN
Living Well Is The Best Revenge
Drive-Thru Records
***1/2 /5

Ty Tabor's wife left him after two years of marriage. Ty Tabor is sad. Ty Tabor wrote a record
about being sad.
Metal Blade Records is best known for their backing of metal legend King Diamond and for pushing
one of the world's greatest concert acts, the post-apocalyptic, intergalactic Viking posse known as GWAR. So when I pushed play and
heard the pappy snap sounds of Safety, I was a little thrown off.
Not to say it's all that bad. Tabor is a talented, versatile musician who
plays every instrument on the album except for the bop skins. The broken-hearted troubadour also mixed, mastered and produced every
track on the record, with tracks such as "Funeral" and "Now I Am" best
showcasing Tabor's talents.
Unfortunately, despite the fact that I can sympathize and feel Tabor's
pain, it hurts me more to think that before this record, there was
already enough generic pop music in the world to keep me projectile
vomiting for years to come.

If you look past the bizarre album title and the
artsy 'bar' imagery of the liner notes, Living Well Is
The Best Revenge is a best seller in the making.
Using the same formula that made the likes of Green
Day and Blink-182 international successes, Midtown
has taken the current pop-punk chic and cranked up the energy levels.
Although the lead vocals are shared by three of Midtown's four members, this record isn't clumsy to listen to. In fact, Midtown's bratty,
melodic three-minute rockers never die down as far as the energy is
concerned, making Living Well Is The Best Revenge a breeze to listen to.
This is the type of record that can be consumed in a single sitting.
"Like A Movie", the obvious choice for a single, is a little slowerpaced, but nails the Blink/Sum 41 sing-along chorus. The piano in the
background and the dual guitar solo makes "Like A Movie" a little
more than another throwaway punk track. The song's vocal-heavy
bridge is classic pop-punk, and would fit equally as well on a genre classic like Screeching Weasel's Boogadaboogadaboogada album.
The lack of originality here is, to be honest, expected. Pop-punk and
high-school style 'girlfriend' songs are basically made for each other.
The only problem with going over such tried-and-true territory is that
Midtown is unlikely to be differentiated from the thousands of groups
worldwide with exactly the same sound.
If Blink is your bag, you're gonna love Midtown. If you're looking for
mature songwriting and image-evoking soundscapes, you'll have to go
somewhere else. This is perfect for someone who doesn't want to be
intellectually stimulated, but still wants a good time.

-Jeff Bromley

VOLUNTEERS WANTED!!
The Winnipeg International Children's Festival is looking for
two volunteers to help out with a variety of activities with both
the Festival and our inner-city youth at risk Circus and Magic
Partnership program, throughout our 2001-2002 season. We
are participating in the Youth Serves Manitoba program for
university students to volunteer their time for a minimum of 100
hours from January — June, 2002. Once the student completes
100 hours, they will receive a $500.00 bursary towards their
tuition or student loans. Interested students can contact
Jennifer Kaufman at 958-4749 or email: jen@gatewest.net for
more information about application information and volunteer
positions.

-Sam Thompson
GOMEZ
In Our Gun
Virgin
/5
Gomez's third full length release, In Our Gun, is an
amazing blend of songs and sounds that I can't get
enough of The CD hasn't left my stereo since I
bought it.
The disc opens with the punchy Shot Shot, a two-minute song that
features a horn line reminiscent of the Beastie Boys' Brass Monkey. In
Our Gun continues with much of the same high energy rock and roll.
Gomez's signature ability to create an infinite number of sounds from
the studio and their equipment is why I enjoy In Our Gun as much as
I do.
It is hard to believe that this band is only made up of five members.
The band has two distinct sounding vocalists that share singing duty,
one a raspy voiced blues singer, and the other a British rocker. Gomez
also has a studio sensibility that allows them to experiment freely
with their music, layering and looping instruments and vocals
through every song on the 13 track album.
Other album highlights are the swelling Detroit Swing 66, Army Dub,
and Drench, all songs that use loops to expand the song.
Rock and roll is a difficult style of music to expand upon, but Gomez
continues to progress forward, evolving and expanding within the
sometimes rigid confines of the genre.
-Scott Prouse
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CULTURAL
INSIGHTS
COLUMN
Asian Pacific Culture
• There is an emphasis on developing trust and relationships.
Business is not viewed as just a matter of accomplishing tasks.
• Formalities are important to observe throughout Asia. They
extend to all aspects of doing business: greetings, business
card exchanges, gift giving, terms of addresses, negotiation
protocols, dining experiences, and forms of entertainment, etc.
• Rank and age are very important in all interactions.

All students and staff invited

• There is a strong commitment to the extended family.
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• Asians tend to avoid overt conflict because they value harmony.
Symbolic confrontation is preferred to overt clashing.
• Even in the highly competitive Asian countries, there is rarely
a high emphasis on individual success. Achievement and
performance are important primarily in the context of the
group or team. While promotion based on performance and
merit is becoming increasingly important, seniority
plays a strong factor in the decision. This is because age
and experience are highly respected.
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Who Wants to be a
Multicultural Millionaire?!
liThe game that challenges your global knowledge.

• Individualism is not highly valued in Asia. There are, however,
strong individual needs for achievement in Japan. Loyalty to work
organizations, to parents, to mentors, and to past teachers is strong.
• Throughout Asia, there is both a strong past and a long-term
future-orientation. Due to the strong connection with the past,
Asians generally have a developed sense of personal identification
with national and family histories. One of the implications of the
emphasis on the past as well as family and national cohesion, is
that Asian cultures are more collectivist than individualistic.
• Personal space requirements are more distant than - those of
Latin Americans or Middle Easterners. However, office space
tends to be quite public, as private offices are rare.

For more information, please contact the:
Student & Community Advisor —
Diversity & Inclusive Initiatives Office
Room F214 Ph: 632-2404
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"Kevin Haiko as Regis Philbin"

9th,

2002

Tower

12pm

Participants can win prizes worth $30.00.
Great prizes for audience members!
Join the fun! Win a prize!
Test you global knowledge!
This Diversity Event is sponsored by the Student & Community Advisor —
Diversity & Inclusive Initiatives Office.
For more information call 632-2404.

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

